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Uncle Tom's Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe 2009-01-01 It is the best known book about American slavery, and was so incendiary upon its first publication in 1852 that
it actually ignited the social flames that led to Civil War less than a decade later. What began as a series of sketches for the Cincinnati abolitionist newspaper The
National Era scandalized the North, was banned in the South, and ultimately became the bestselling novel of the 19th century. Today, controversy over this
melodramatic tale of the dignified slave Tom, the brutal plantation owner Simon Legree, and Stowe's other vividly drawn characters continues, as modern scholars
debate the work's newly appreciated feminist undertones and others decry it as the source of enduring stereotypes about African Americans. As one of the most
influential books in U.S. history, it deserves to be read by all students of literature and of the American story. American abolitionist and author HARRIET BEECHER
STOWE (1811-1896) was born in Connecticut, daughter of a Congregationalist minister and sister to abolitionist theologian Henry Ward Beecher. She wrote more
than two dozen books, both fiction and nonfiction.
It Is Right and Just: Why the Future of Civilization Depends on True Religion Scott Hahn 2020-11-13 Is religion a right given to us by the state? Is it an opium for the
masses? Is it private opinion with no role in the public sphere? In It Is Right and Just, bestselling author Scott Hahn and Brandon McGinley challenge our idea of
religion and its role in society. Hahn and McGinley argue that to answer questions over religious liberty, justice, and peace, we must first reject the insidious lie
perpetuated by secular-liberal culture: that religion is a private matter. Contrary to what political commentators and activists say, religion is not only relevant to justice
and law, but is necessary for civilization to thrive. Recover the public nature of true religion, It Is Right and Just argues, and watch as a revolution unfolds. Find eternal
answers to today’s political confusion right now—pre-order today and get a free ebook to begin reading immediately!
The Slaveholding Republic the late Don E. Fehrenbacher 2002-12-19 Many leading historians have argued that the Constitution of the United States was a proslavery
document. But in The Slaveholding Republic, one of America's most eminent historians refutes this claim in a landmark history that stretches from the Continental
Congress to the Presidency of Abraham Lincoln. Fehrenbacher shows that the Constitution itself was more or less neutral on the issue of slavery and that, in the
antebellum period, the idea that the Constitution protected slavery was hotly debated (many Northerners would concede only that slavery was protected by state law,
not by federal law). Nevertheless, he also reveals that U.S. policy abroad and in the territories was consistently proslavery. Fehrenbacher makes clear why Lincoln's
election was such a shock to the South and shows how Lincoln's approach to emancipation, which seems exceedingly cautious by modern standards, quickly evolved
into a "Republican revolution" that ended the anomaly of the United States as a "slaveholding republic."
Identity and the Failure of America John Michael 2008 From Thomas Jefferson to John Rawls, justice has been at the center of America’s self-image and national
creed. At the same time, for many of its peoples-from African slaves and European immigrants to women and the poor-the American experience has been defined by

injustice: oppression, disenfranchisement, violence, and prejudice. In Identity and the Failure of America, John Michael explores the contradictions between a mythic
national identity promising justice to all and the realities of a divided, hierarchical, and frequently iniquitous history and social order. Through a series of insightful
readings, Michael analyzes such cultural moments as the epic dramatization of the tension between individual ambition and communal complicity in Moby-Dick,
attempts to effect social change through sympathy in the novels of Lydia Marie Child and Harriet Beecher Stowe, Ralph Waldo Emerson’s antislavery activism and
Frederick Douglass’s long fight for racial equity, and the divisive figures of John Brown and Nat Turner in American letters and memory. Focusing on exemplary
instances when the nature of the United States as an essentially conflicted nation turned to force, Michael ultimately posits the development of a more cosmopolitan
American identity, one that is more fully and justly imagined in response to the nation’s ethical failings at home and abroad. John Michael is professor of English and
of visual and cultural studies at the University of Rochester. He is the author of Anxious Intellects: Academic Professionals, Public Intellectuals, and Enlightenment
Values and Emerson and Skepticism: The Cipher of the World.
The Half Has Never Been Told Edward E Baptist 2016-10-25 Winner of the 2015 Avery O. Craven Prize from the Organization of American Historians Winner of the
2015 Sidney Hillman Prize A groundbreaking history demonstrating that America's economic supremacy was built on the backs of slaves Americans tend to cast
slavery as a pre-modern institution -- the nation's original sin, perhaps, but isolated in time and divorced from America's later success. But to do so robs the millions
who suffered in bondage of their full legacy. As historian Edward E. Baptist reveals in The Half Has Never Been Told, the expansion of slavery in the first eight
decades after American independence drove the evolution and modernization of the United States. In the span of a single lifetime, the South grew from a narrow
coastal strip of worn-out tobacco plantations to a continental cotton empire, and the United States grew into a modern, industrial, and capitalist economy. Told through
intimate slave narratives, plantation records, newspapers, and the words of politicians, entrepreneurs, and escaped slaves, The Half Has Never Been Told offers a
radical new interpretation of American history.
Confederate Exceptionalism Nicole Maurantonio 2019-11-04 How do contemporary neo-Confederates simultaneously cling to the symbols and narratives that tether
the Confederacy to histories of racism and oppression in the United States while distancing themselves from these histories.
Notes on the State of Virginia Thomas Jefferson 1829
The Mueller Report Robert S. Mueller 2019-04-26 This is the full Mueller Report, as released on April 18, 2019, by the U.S. Department of Justice. A reprint of the
report exactly as it was issued by the government, it is without analysis or commentary from any other source and with nothing subtracted except for the material
redacted by the Department of Justice. The mission of the Mueller investigation was to examine Russian interference in the 2016 Presidential election, consisting of
possible links, or "collusion," between the Donald Trump campaign and the Russian government of Vladimir Putin as well as any allegations of obstruction of justice in
this regard. It was also intended to detect and prosecute, where warranted, any other crimes that surfaced during the course of the investigation. The report consists
of a detailed summary of the various investigations and inquiries that the Special Counsel and colleagues carried out in these areas. The investigation was initiated in
the aftermath of the firing of FBI Director James Comey by Donald Trump on May 9, 2017. The FBI, under Director Comey, had already been investigating links
between Russia and the Trump campaign. Mueller submitted his report to Attorney General William Barr on March 22, 2019, and the Department of Justice released
the redacted report one month later.
Competing Visions of Empire Abigail Leslie Swingen 2015-01-01 This title explores the connections between the origins of the English empire and unfree labour by
exploring how England's imperial designs influenced contemporary politics and debates about labour, population, political economy, and overseas trade. It pays
particular attention to how and why slavery and England's participation in the transatlantic slave trade came to be widely accepted as central to the national and
imperial interest by contributing to the idea that colonies with slaves were essential for the functioning of the empire.
Force and Freedom Kellie Carter Jackson 2020-08-12 In Force and Freedom, Kellie Carter Jackson provides the first historical analysis exclusively focused on the
tactical use of violence among antebellum black activists. Through tactical violence, argues Carter Jackson, abolitionist leaders created the conditions that
necessitated the Civil War.
Why Study History? Marcus Collins 2020-05-27 Considering studying history at university? Wondering whether a history degree will get you a good job, and what you
might earn? Want to know what it’s actually like to study history at degree level? This book tells you what you need to know. Studying any subject at degree level is
an investment in the future that involves significant cost. Now more than ever, students and their parents need to weigh up the potential benefits of university courses.
That’s where the Why Study series comes in. This series of books, aimed at students, parents and teachers, explains in practical terms the range and scope of an

academic subject at university level and where it can lead in terms of careers or further study. Each book sets out to enthuse the reader about its subject and answer
the crucial questions that a college prospectus does not.
Forever Free Eric Foner 2013-06-26 From one of our most distinguished historians, a new examination of the vitally important years of Emancipation and
Reconstruction during and immediately following the Civil War–a necessary reconsideration that emphasizes the era’s political and cultural meaning for today’s
America. In Forever Free, Eric Foner overturns numerous assumptions growing out of the traditional understanding of the period, which is based almost exclusively
on white sources and shaped by (often unconscious) racism. He presents the period as a time of determination, especially on the part of recently emancipated black
Americans, to put into effect the principles of equal rights and citizenship for all. Drawing on a wide range of long-neglected documents, he places a new emphasis on
the centrality of the black experience to an understanding of the era. We see African Americans as active agents in overthrowing slavery, in helping win the Civil War,
and–even more actively–in shaping Reconstruction and creating a legacy long obscured and misunderstood. Foner makes clear how, by war’s end, freed slaves in
the South built on networks of church and family in order to exercise their right of suffrage as well as gain access to education, land, and employment. He shows us
that the birth of the Ku Klux Klan and renewed acts of racial violence were retaliation for the progress made by blacks soon after the war. He refutes lingering
misconceptions about Reconstruction, including the attribution of its ills to corrupt African American politicians and “carpetbaggers,” and connects it to the movements
for civil rights and racial justice. Joshua Brown’s illustrated commentary on the era’s graphic art and photographs complements the narrative. He offers a unique
portrait of how Americans envisioned their world and time. Forever Free is an essential contribution to our understanding of the events that fundamentally reshaped
American life after the Civil War–a persuasive reading of history that transforms our sense of the era from a time of failure and despair to a threshold of hope and
achievement.
The Peculiar Institution Kenneth Milton Stampp 1961
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain 2020-07-24 Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (often shortened to Huck Finn) is a novel written by American humorist
Mark Twain. It is commonly used and accounted as one of the first Great American Novels. It is also one of the first major American novels written using Local Color
Regionalism, or vernacular, told in the first person by the eponymous Huckleberry "Huck" Finn, best friend of Tom Sawyer and hero of three other Mark Twain
books.The book is noted for its colorful description of people and places along the Mississippi River. By satirizing Southern antebellum society that was already a
quarter-century in the past by the time of publication, the book is an often scathing look at entrenched attitudes, particularly racism. The drifting journey of Huck and
his friend Jim, a runaway slave, down the Mississippi River on their raft may be one of the most enduring images of escape and freedom in all of American literature.
The Twilight of the Intellectuals Hilton Kramer 1999 In this provocative and engaging collection of his essays and reviews, Mr. Kramer explores, in effect, the
intellectual history of the cold war and its divisive impact on our politics and culture.
Slavery in America Kenneth Morgan 2005 Designed specially for undergraduate course use, this new textbook is both an introduction to the study of American slavery
and a reader of core texts on the subject. No other volume that combines both primary and secondary readings covers such a span of time--from the early
seventeenth century to the Civil War. The book begins with a substantial introduction to the entire volume that gives an overview of slavery in North America. Each of
the twelve chapters that follow has an introduction that discusses the leading secondary books and articles on the topic in question, followed by an essay and three
primary documents. Questions for further study and discussion are included in the chapter introduction, while further readings are suggested in the chapter
bibliography. Topics covered include slave culture, the slave-based economy, slavery and the law, slave resistance, pro-slavery ideology, abolition, and emancipation.
The essays, by such eminent historians as Drew Gilpin Faust, Don E. Fehrenbacher, Eric Foner, John Hope Franklin, and Sylvia R. Frey, have been selected for their
teaching value and ability to provoke discussion. Drawing on black and white, male and female experiences, the primary documents come from a wide variety of
sources: diaries, letters, laws, debates, oral testimonies, travelers’ accounts, inventories, journals, autobiographies, petitions, and novels.
The Americans, Grades 9-12 Workbook 2002-03-04
Slavery and the Commerce Power David L. Lightner 2006-01-01 Born in Warsaw, raised in a Hasidic community, and reaching maturity in secular Jewish Vilna and
cosmopolitan Berlin, Abraham Joshua Heschel (1907-1972) escaped Nazism and immigrated to the United States in 1940. This lively and readable book tells the
comprehensive story of his life and work in America, his politics and personality, and how he came to influence not only Jewish debate but also wider religious and
cultural debates in the postwar decades. A worthy sequel to his widely-praised biography of Heschel's early years, Edward Kaplan's new volume draws on previously
unseen archives, FBI files, interviews with people who knew Heschel, and analyses of his extensive writings. Kaplan explores Heschel's shy and private side, his

spiritual radicalism, and his vehement defence of the Hebrew prophets' ideal of absolute integrity and truth in ethical and political life. Of special interest are Heschel's
interfaith activities, including a secret meeting with Pope Paul VI during Vatican II, his commitment to civil rights with Martin Luther King, Jr., his views on the state of
Israel, and his opposition to the Vietnam War. A tireless challenger to spiritual and religious complacency, Heschel stands as a dramatically important witness.
Disenfranchising Democracy David A. Bateman 2018-09-30 Disenfranchising Democracy examines the exclusions that accompany democratization and provides a
theory of the expansion and restriction of voting rights.
Slavery and the British Country House Andrew Hann 2013 In 2007 English Heritage commissioned initial research into links with transatlantic slavery or its abolition
amongst families who owned properties now in its care. This was part of the commitment by English Heritage to commemorate the bicentenary of the abolition of the
British transatlantic slave trade with work that would make a real difference to our understanding of the historic environment in the longer term. The research findings
and those of other scholars and heritage practitioners were presented at the 'Slavery and the British Country House' conference which brought together academics,
heritage professionals, country house owners and community researchers from across Britain to explore how country houses might be reconsidered in the light of
their slavery linkages and how such links have been and might be presented to visitors. Since then the conference papers have been updated and reworked into a
cutting edge volume which represents the most current and comprehensive consideration of slavery and the British country house as yet undertaken.
Fighting for Liberty and Right William Bluffton Miller 2005 In the summer of 1862, carpenter William Bluffton Miller left his wife and infant sonand enlisted in Company
K, 75th Indiana Volunteer Infantry Regiment. He began adetailed diary that for three years would record his daily activities as well as his thoughts and observations
on his own experiences and the larger issues of the divisive war. Amidst the hard marching, gnawing hunger, loneliness, and personal loss, Miller and his fellow
soldiers experienced the thrill of victory and the solace found in the camaraderie of the unit.Miller's varied experiences offer valuable insights into a number of aspects
of theCivil War. He began his service as a hospital steward in Gallatin, Tennessee, and hevividly depicts the heart-wrenching efforts of doctors, nurses, and fellow
soldiers to save and comfort the ill and wounded. In his later service, Miller records the horrific sights from some of the war's bloodiest battlefields, including
Chickamaugua, where he was wounded. Upon his recovery, Miller returned to duty as a general's orderly during the Atlanta campaign and later participated in
Sherman's March to the Sea and campaignthrough the Carolinas.Of equal interest are Miller's political observations and personal experiences. The diary shows how
Miller's ideas about the war, particularly the issue of slavery, changed during the conflict. Democratic and Copperhead sympathy in the North actually strengthened
his commitment to the Union effort, and Miller grew from a man who espoused the racial prejudices of his time into an antislavery advocate. Taken as a whole,
Fighting for Liberty and Right is a glimpse of the daily trials of the common soldier in a divided country and a compelling portrait of a man who valued freedom for
himself and for all his countrymen.
Compendium of the Impending Crisis of the South Hinton Rowan Helper 1860 This book condemns slavery, by appealed to whites' rational self-interest, rather than
any altruism towards blacks. Helper claimed that slavery hurt the Southern economy by preventing economic development and industrialization, and that it was the
main reason why the South had progressed so much less than the North since the late 18th century.
Book Banning in 21st-Century America Emily J. M. Knox 2015-01-16 Book Banning in 21st Century America, based on thirteen contemporary book challenge cases in
schools and public libraries across the United States argues that understanding contemporary reading practices, especially interpretive strategies, is vital to
understanding why people attempt to censor books in schools and public libraries.
Sociology for the South George Fitzhugh 1854 Sociology for the South: Or, The Failure of Free Society by George Fitzhugh, first published in 1854, is a rare
manuscript, the original residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by state-ofthe-art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some
smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to the original work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering this
reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.
Battle Cry of Freedom James M. McPherson 2003-12-11 Filled with fresh interpretations and information, puncturing old myths and challenging new ones, Battle Cry
of Freedom will unquestionably become the standard one-volume history of the Civil War. James McPherson's fast-paced narrative fully integrates the political, social,
and military events that crowded the two decades from the outbreak of one war in Mexico to the ending of another at Appomattox. Packed with drama and analytical
insight, the book vividly recounts the momentous episodes that preceded the Civil War--the Dred Scott decision, the Lincoln-Douglas debates, John Brown's raid on
Harper's Ferry--and then moves into a masterful chronicle of the war itself--the battles, the strategic maneuvering on both sides, the politics, and the personalities.

Particularly notable are McPherson's new views on such matters as the slavery expansion issue in the 1850s, the origins of the Republican Party, the causes of
secession, internal dissent and anti-war opposition in the North and the South, and the reasons for the Union's victory. The book's title refers to the sentiments that
informed both the Northern and Southern views of the conflict: the South seceded in the name of that freedom of self-determination and self-government for which
their fathers had fought in 1776, while the North stood fast in defense of the Union founded by those fathers as the bulwark of American liberty. Eventually, the North
had to grapple with the underlying cause of the war--slavery--and adopt a policy of emancipation as a second war aim. This "new birth of freedom," as Lincoln called
it, constitutes the proudest legacy of America's bloodiest conflict. This authoritative volume makes sense of that vast and confusing "second American Revolution" we
call the Civil War, a war that transformed a nation and expanded our heritage of liberty.
The Dred Scott Decision: Opinion of Chief Justice Taney Dred Scott 2018-02-07 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
My Bondage and My Freedom ... Frederick Douglass 1855 Autobiography of the nineteenth-century abolitionist who advocated the full freedom of the blacks.
Political Debates Between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas in the Celebrated Campaign of 1858 in Illinois Abraham Lincoln 1895
The American Yawp Joseph L. Locke 2019-01-22 "I too am not a bit tamed—I too am untranslatable / I sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world."—Walt
Whitman, "Song of Myself," Leaves of Grass The American Yawp is a free, online, collaboratively built American history textbook. Over 300 historians joined together
to create the book they wanted for their own students—an accessible, synthetic narrative that reflects the best of recent historical scholarship and provides a jumpingoff point for discussions in the U.S. history classroom and beyond. Long before Whitman and long after, Americans have sung something collectively amid the
deafening roar of their many individual voices. The Yawp highlights the dynamism and conflict inherent in the history of the United States, while also looking for the
common threads that help us make sense of the past. Without losing sight of politics and power, The American Yawp incorporates transnational perspectives,
integrates diverse voices, recovers narratives of resistance, and explores the complex process of cultural creation. It looks for America in crowded slave cabins,
bustling markets, congested tenements, and marbled halls. It navigates between maternity wards, prisons, streets, bars, and boardrooms. The fully peer-reviewed
edition of The American Yawp will be available in two print volumes designed for the U.S. history survey. Volume I begins with the indigenous people who called the
Americas home before chronicling the collision of Native Americans, Europeans, and Africans.The American Yawp traces the development of colonial society in the
context of the larger Atlantic World and investigates the origins and ruptures of slavery, the American Revolution, and the new nation's development and rebirth
through the Civil War and Reconstruction. Rather than asserting a fixed narrative of American progress, The American Yawp gives students a starting point for asking
their own questions about how the past informs the problems and opportunities that we confront today.
The Compromise of 1850 Edwin Charles Rozwenc 1957
As If Silent and Absent Ehud R. Toledano 2007-07-12 This groundbreaking book reconceptualizes slavery through the voices of enslaved persons themselves, voices
that have remained silent in the narratives of conventional history. Focusing in particular on the Islamic Middle East from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth
century, Ehud R. Toledano examines how bonded persons experienced enslavement in Ottoman societies. He draws on court records and a variety of other
unexamined primary sources to uncover important new information about the Africans and Circassians who were forcibly removed from their own societies and
transplanted to Middle East cultures that were alien to them. Toledano also considers the experiences of these enslaved people within the context of the global history
of slavery. The book looks at the bonds of slavery from an original perspective, moving away from the traditional master/slave domination paradigm toward the point
of view of the enslaved and their responses to their plight. With keen and original insights, Toledano suggests new ways of thinking about enslavement.
Christianity and Wokeness Owen Strachan 2021-07-20 "Theologian Owen Strachan makes clear, wokeness is not true justice, nor is it true Christianity. While
wokeness employs biblical vocabulary and concepts, it is an alternative religion, far from Christianity in both its methods and its fruit. A potent blend of racism,

paganism, and grievance, wokeness encourages 'partiality' and undermines the unifying work of the Holy Spirit. It is not simply not the Gospel; it is anti-Gospel"-The Federalist Papers Alexander Hamilton 2018-08-20 Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a collection of separate
essays and articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton. Following the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing doctrines and policies
of the States lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was constructed by American statesman Alexander Hamilton, and was intended to
catalyse the ratification of the United States Constitution. Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to write papers for the compendium,
and the three are known as some of the Founding Fathers of the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an American lawyer, journalist and highly
influential government official. He also served as a Senior Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and founded the Federalist Party, the system that governed the
nation’s finances. His contributions to the Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on the early development of the nation of the United
States.
The Crime Against Kansas Charles Sumner 1856
The Significance of the Frontier in American History Frederick Jackson Turner 2008-08-07 This hugely influential work marked a turning point in US history and
culture, arguing that the nation’s expansion into the Great West was directly linked to its unique spirit: a rugged individualism forged at the juncture between
civilization and wilderness, which – for better or worse – lies at the heart of American identity today. Throughout history, some books have changed the world. They
have transformed the way we see ourselves – and each other. They have inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked
and comforted. They have enriched lives – and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose
ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
Founding Brothers Joseph J. Ellis 2002 The introduction, discussion questions, suggestions for further reading, and author biography that follow are intended to
enhance your reading group's discussion of Joseph Ellis's Founding Brothers: The Revolutionary Generation . We hope they will enrich your experience of this
Pulitzer Prize-winning study of the intertwined lives of the founders of the American republic--John Adams, Aaron Burr, Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton,
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and George Washington.
Solidarity of Strangers Jodi Dean 1996-01-01 "Anyone concerned by the swirling academic and political debates over identity politics, multiculturalism, and what could
bring us together in divisive times should read Jodi Dean's welcome argument for reconstructing a conscious, deliberative solidarity. With insightful engagement with
scholars as diverse as Judith Butler, Cornel West, Jurgen Habermas, and Lynet Uttal, Dean models the kind of dialogue she advocates."--Martha Minow, author of
Making All the Difference: Inclusion, Exclusion, and American Law "Solidarity of Strangers is an impressive achievement. Dean works to move political theory beyond
the poststructuralist/Habermasian divide as she offers a discourse ethics that accounts for difference and a universalism that does not abandon specificities."--Shane
Phelan, author of Getting Specific: Postmodern Lesbian Politics "Dean offers a strong, original, and humane defense of universalist ideals against doubts--which she
deeply grasps and sympathetically arrays--of the compatibility of such ideals with a respect for difference."--Frank Michelman, Harvard Law School "Dean has a real
gift for weaving personal narrative, current events, law, and high theory. Her complicated and important argument attempts to move behond the either/or of identity
politics and its critics via a creative reevaluation of universalism premised on difference and plurality. A very important book."--Judith Grant, University of Southern
California, author of Fundamental Feminism: Contesting the Core Concepts of Feminist Theory "Calling for inspiration on Habermas, George Herbert Mead, and their
critics, Dean challenges conventional interpretive constraints on law and theory, aiming to open up contestable spaces to democratic practices. She offers the ideal of
reflective solidarity as a vehicle for reclaiming a qualified notion of universality for feminism. This controversial move will no doubt provoke debate, requiring readers to
think through the link between our epistemological convictions and our political commitments."--Kathy Ferguson, author of The Man Question: Visions of Subjectivity
in Feminist Theory
Beyond Respectability Brittney C. Cooper 2017-05-03 Beyond Respectability charts the development of African American women as public intellectuals and the
evolution of their thought from the end of the 1800s through the Black Power era of the 1970s. Eschewing the Great Race Man paradigm so prominent in
contemporary discourse, Brittney C. Cooper looks at the far-reaching intellectual achievements of female thinkers and activists like Anna Julia Cooper, Mary Church
Terrell, Fannie Barrier Williams, Pauli Murray, and Toni Cade Bambara. Cooper delves into the processes that transformed these women and others into racial
leadership figures, including long-overdue discussions of their theoretical output and personal experiences. As Cooper shows, their body of work critically reshaped

our understandings of race and gender discourse. It also confronted entrenched ideas of how--and who--produced racial knowledge.
Slavery and the Supreme Court, 1825-1861 Earl M. Maltz 2009 Presents a detailed analysis of all eight major slavery cases that came before the U.S. Supreme
Court--including The Amistad, Dred Scott v. Sandford and more--and explains how each fit into the slavery politics of its time.
Uncivil Wars David Horowitz 2002 The author presents his arguments against the payment of reparations to African Americans for the damages of slavery while
chronicling the censorship and intolerance he encountered on college campuses where he attempted to open a dialogue on the subject.
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